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30 TONS A MINUTE ATTACK ON DUISBURG

For three quarters of an hour more than 30 tons of bombs a minute were dropped
last night by R.A.F. bombers attacking the important inland port of Duisburg,

The weight of bombs dropped by the Stirlings, Halifaxes, Lancasters and

Wellingtons which carried out the raid, was almost as great as that dropped on

Cologne during the 1000 bomber attack last May,

The weather was ideal for the attack. Cloud on the way helped to protect
our aircraft from night fighters to within a few miles of Duisburg when it cleared.

The first aircraft to arrive were able to pick out the river and the outline of the

docks.

But if the Germans were unable to make full use of their many night fighters

they had packed the Duisburg area with heavy anti-aircraft guns and searchlights.

Outside the town there was a searchlight belt with others inside it, while

hundreds of guns put up one of the heaviest barrages our bombers have encountered
but the defences in spite of their great strength were unable to cope with the

attack. Pilots who went in towards the end of the raid reported that the barrage
had fallen off considerably.

"We were among the earliest to arrive",said the pilot of a Stirling," and as

we came out of the cloud about 33 miles from Duisburg we saw the first flares* I

hadn't seen so many searchlights for a long time. Mine aircraft Just ahead of me'

were caught in a cone and I could see’ them twisting and turning to escape.

"Then it was our turn. We were picked up Just as we were going in to bomb.

Me went through a very uncomfortable time,"

"The whole Duisburg area", said the pilot of a Lancaster," seemed ablaze with

incendiaries. The glare from them was so intense that it ms very difficult to

pick out ground details, We dropped our bombs as the white glare was turning to

red showing that the fires had caught and were beginning to spread".

At about half past two - the attack had begun a quarter of an hour earlier •
there was a huge explosion. One pilot who saw it said that red flame flared up

followed by black smoke which reached a height of nearly 10,000 ft.

Towards the end of the raid the port was ablaze with large red fires. One

pilot described it as a "a cauldron bubbling with angry molten metal which spurted

up every now and then as more and more bombs exploded,,"

It was then that the defences began to slacken, so much so that one pilot
said his chief difficulty was not the anti-aircraft fire but the high winds through
which they had to fly to the target.

Often the winds reached a force of 100 miles an hour and throughout the flight

did not fall below 60 miles an hour.

"The accuracy with which the crews came on their target at their appointed time

in these high winds, speaks highly for their navigation", said a squadron commander.

A Lancaster, navigated by P/O Ian Robertson, was hit over the target and the

rear turret was put out of action. Nine minutes later the starboard inner engine

caught fire but the pilot feathered the propeller and the fire died down. There

was a head wind far greater than gale force and against this the pilot had to battle

with only three engines but the Lancaster reached base in under three hours.

Duisburg, which might be called the Sheffield of Germany, contains a large

variety of industries, even for the Ruhr: apart from Berlin, it is by far the must

active industrial centre in the Reich, But it is also the largest inland port in

Europe handling-about 75 per cent of all the Rhine cargoes.

The value of Duisburg to the enemy cannot be exaggerated. Steel works,

armament factories, synthetic oilworks, metal works, coking plants and chemical

works are packed together in an area seven miles long and three miles wide.

A large proportion lie close to the port which is connected to Dortmund by the

Rhine-Herne canal. This runs into the Ems canal which links up with the German

North Sea-port.


